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The book presents the processes governing the dynamics of landscapes, soils and sediments, water and energy under different
climatic regions using studies conducted in varied climatic zones including arid, semi-arid, humid and wet regions. The
spatiotemporal availability of the processes and fluxes and their linkage to the environment, land, soil and water management are
presented at various scales. Spatial scales including laboratory, field, watershed, river basin and regions are represented. The
effect of tillage operations and land management on soil physical characteristics and soil moisture is discussed. The book has 35
chapters in seven sections: 1) Landscape and Land Cover Dynamics, 2) Rainfall-Runoff Processes, 3) Floods and Hydrological
Processes 4) Groundwater Flow and Aquifer Management, 5) Sediment Dynamics and Soil Management, 6) Climate change
impact on vegetation, sediment and water dynamics, and 7) Water and Watershed Management.
NOTE: This title is also available as a free eBook. It is offered for sale in print format as a convenience. Get a head start evaluating
Windows 8.1 - with early technical insights from award-winning journalist and Windows expert Ed Bott. Based on the Windows 8.1
Preview release, this guide introduces new features and capabilities, with scenario-based advice on how Windows 8.1 can meet
the needs of your business. Get the high-level overview you need to begin preparing your deployment now. Preview new features
and enhancements, including: How features compare to Windows 7 and Windows XP The Windows 8.1 user experience
Deployment Security features Internet Explorer 11 Delivering Windows apps Recovery options Networking and remote access
Managing mobile devices Virtualization Windows RT 8.1
On September 20, 2017, Hurricane Maria made landfall in Puerto Rico as a Category 4 storm with sustained wind speeds of over
155 miles per hour. The hurricane also brought torrential rainfall with a range of 15 to 40 inches or more in some places, resulting
in widespread flooding across the island. Puerto Rico's office of emergency management reported that the storm had
incapacitated the central electric power system, leaving the entire island without power as the island's grid was essentially
destroyed. Even before the 2017 hurricane season, Puerto Rico's electric power infrastructure was known to be in poor condition,
due largely to underinvestment and the perceived poor maintenance practices of the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority
(PREPA). As of the date of this report, the most urgent need in Puerto Rico remains the restoration of power to the island, where
the greatest challenge will likely be access by repair crews to rural areas due to storm-damaged roads and bridges. The
government of Puerto Rico was in a fiscal, economic, and social crisis before Hurricane Maria destroyed the electric grid on the
island. PREPA's massive $9 billion debt (incurred before the damage from Hurricanes Irma and Maria) was a particular problem.
To address the lack of federal bankruptcy options (due to the island's special status), Congress established two processes for debt
adjustment in the Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act (PROMESA), enacted at the end of June 2016.
Title VI set out a process for voluntary collective action agreements, similar to those PREPA had been negotiating with creditors
since 2014. Title III set out a process that draws on procedures from the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. PROMESA also established a
Financial Oversight and Management Board for Puerto Rico (OB) that required PREPA to draw up a fiscal plan. While PROMESA
endowed the OB with wide authorities, the governor and legislature of Puerto Rico retained substantial control over public
priorities, within constraints of fiscal plans and other provisions of PROMESA. The OB decided to put PREPA into the bankruptcylike process of Title III on July 2, 2017. While the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE) are focused on simply restoring power, the potential arguably exists under current law for FEMA and USACE
to restore the grid meeting existing, modern standards. Longer term hurricane threats necessitate consideration of infrastructure
hardening and improvements to make the system more resilient. Building a modernized, flexible electric grid, capable of
incorporating more renewable sources of electricity, underpinned by more efficient natural gas combined-cycle power plants and
energy storage, may help Puerto Rico accomplish these goals. Questions are being raised as to possible options for rebuilding the
electricity grid given PREPA's debt problem. The perceived failures of PREPA in managing the existing system, and an apparent
lack of transparency with regard to decisions (both before and since Hurricane Maria), have led to calls for a new electricity system
regime to lead the rebuilding and modernization effort and potentially replace PREPA. This report explores several alternative
electric power structures to PREPA for meeting the electricity services and needs of Puerto Rico. The ability of Puerto Rico and its
citizens to assume the burden of paying for a rebuilt (and possibly restructured) electricity system is doubtful. Modernizing Puerto
Rico's grid, and taking the next steps to incorporate resiliency, could be expensive. None of the options discussed provides a silver
bullet solution to the issues of the grid in Puerto Rico. Congress may consider whether the efforts to restore electric power in
Puerto Rico need to progress beyond simple restoration of electricity, and require new investment and oversight by the federal
government.
Biodiversity-the genetic variety of life-is an exuberant product of the evolutionary past, a vast human-supportive resource
(aesthetic, intellectual, and material) of the present, and a rich legacy to cherish and preserve for the future. Two urgent
challenges, and opportunities, for 21st-century science are to gain deeper insights into the evolutionary processes that foster biotic
diversity, and to translate that understanding into workable solutions for the regional and global crises that biodiversity currently
faces. A grasp of evolutionary principles and processes is important in other societal arenas as well, such as education, medicine,
sociology, and other applied fields including agriculture, pharmacology, and biotechnology. The ramifications of evolutionary
thought also extend into learned realms traditionally reserved for philosophy and religion. The central goal of the In the Light of
Evolution (ILE) series is to promote the evolutionary sciences through state-of-the-art colloquia-in the series of Arthur M. Sackler
colloquia sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences-and their published proceedings. Each installment explores
evolutionary perspectives on a particular biological topic that is scientifically intriguing but also has special relevance to
contemporary societal issues or challenges. This tenth and final edition of the In the Light of Evolution series focuses on recent
developments in phylogeographic research and their relevance to past accomplishments and future research directions.
Software architecture—the conceptual glue that holds every phase of a project together for its many stakeholders—is widely
recognized as a critical element in modern software development. Practitioners have increasingly discovered that close attention
to a software system’s architecture pays valuable dividends. Without an architecture that is appropriate for the problem being
solved, a project will stumble along or, most likely, fail. Even with a superb architecture, if that architecture is not well understood
or well communicated the project is unlikely to succeed. Documenting Software Architectures, Second Edition, provides the most
complete and current guidance, independent of language or notation, on how to capture an architecture in a commonly
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understandable form. Drawing on their extensive experience, the authors first help you decide what information to document, and
then, with guidelines and examples (in various notations, including UML), show you how to express an architecture so that others
can successfully build, use, and maintain a system from it. The book features rules for sound documentation, the goals and
strategies of documentation, architectural views and styles, documentation for software interfaces and software behavior, and
templates for capturing and organizing information to generate a coherent package. New and improved in this second edition:
Coverage of architectural styles such as service-oriented architectures, multi-tier architectures, and data models Guidance for
documentation in an Agile development environment Deeper treatment of documentation of rationale, reflecting best industrial
practices Improved templates, reflecting years of use and feedback, and more documentation layout options A new,
comprehensive example (available online), featuring documentation of a Web-based service-oriented system Reference guides for
three important architecture documentation languages: UML, AADL, and SySML
Essentials of Offshore Structures: Framed and Gravity Platforms examines the engineering ideas and offshore drilling platforms for
exploration and production. This book offers a clear and acceptable demonstration of both the theory and application of the
relevant procedures of structural, fluid, and geotechnical mechanics to offshore structures. It
Describes best practices and strategies for control and management of an invasive fish species in the tropical western Atlantic and
Caribbean.
Thoroughly updated and revised, this second edition of the bestselling Soil Sampling and Methods of Analysis presents several
new chapters in the areas of biological and physical analysis and soil sampling. Reflecting the burgeoning interest in soil ecology,
new contributions describe the growing number and assortment of new microbiological
A book that helps young readers understand - and act on - what it means to be kind.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Real-Time Embedded Systems" that was published in Electronics
Shows How to Read & Write Mathematical ProofsIdeal Foundation for More Advanced Mathematics CoursesIntroduction to
Mathematical Proofs: A Transition facilitates a smooth transition from courses designed to develop computational skills and
problem solving abilities to courses that emphasize theorem proving. It helps students develop the skills necessary to write clear,
correct, and concise proofs.Unlike similar textbooks, this one begins with logic since it is the underlying language of mathematics
and the basis of reasoned arguments. The text then discusses deductive mathematical systems and t.
Grade level: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, p, e, i, s, t.
"The present work is an attempt to illustrate the nature and the impact of the popular mentality and popular movements on the course of
revolutionary (and, in part, postrevolutionary) events in eighteenth-century Saint-Domingue." --pref.
This book contains papers in the fields of Interactive, Collaborative, and Blended Learning; Technology-Supported Learning; Education 4.0;
Pedagogical and Psychological Issues. With growing calls for affordable and quality education worldwide, we are currently witnessing a
significant transformation in the development of post-secondary education and pedagogical practices. Higher education is undergoing
innovative transformations to respond to our urgent needs. The change is hastened by the global pandemic that is currently underway. The
9th International Conference on Interactive, Collaborative, and Blended Learning: Visions and Concepts for Education 4.0 was conducted in
an online format at McMaster University, Canada, from 14th to 15th October 2020, to deliberate and share the innovations and strategies.
This conferences main objectives were to discuss guidelines and new concepts for engineering education in higher education institutions,
including emerging technologies in learning; to debate new conference format in worldwide pandemic and post-pandemic conditions; and to
discuss new technology-based tools and resources that drive the education in non-traditional ways such as Education 4.0. Since its beginning
in 2007, this conference is devoted to new learning approaches with a focus on applications and experiences in the fields of interactive,
collaborative, and blended learning and related new technologies. Currently, the ICBL conferences are forums to exchange recent trends,
research findings, and disseminate practical experiences in collaborative and blended learning, and engineering pedagogy. The conference
bridges the gap between pure scientific research and the everyday work of educators. Interested readership includes policymakers,
academics, educators, researchers in pedagogy and learning theory, school teachers, industry-centric educators, continuing education
practitioners, etc.
The reuse of wastewater in irrigation is being practiced only recently to solve water scarcity problems in agriculture. Management of water,
soil, crop, and operational procedures, including precautions to protect farm workers, play an important role in the successful use of sewage
effluent for irrigation. Appropriate water management practices must be followed to prevent salinization. If salt is not flushed out of the root
zone by leaching and removed from the soil by effective drainage, salinity problems can build up rapidly. Leaching and drainage are, thus,
two important water management practices to avoid salinization of soils. One of the options that may be available to farmers is the blending of
treated sewage with conventional sources of water to obtain a blended water of acceptable salinity level. This important book focuses on the
use of wastewater as a valuable resource for agricultural micro irrigation purposes. It covers effective wastewater management practices in a
variety of climates, including semi-arid regions and others; how to perform effective evaluations to gauge the quality of the water on plants,
including potatoes, maize, and eggplant; and the cost–benefit of using wastewater. It addresses the sources of wastewater for irrigation and
the problems along with challenges, including water quality, clogging, soil quality, and more. The mission of this compendium is to serve as a
reference manual for professionals in biological and civil engineering, horticulture, soil and crop science, and agronomy, as well as for
graduate and undergraduate students in related fields. It will be a valuable reference for professionals who work with micro
irrigation/wastewater and water management, for technical agricultural centers, irrigation centers, agricultural extension services, and other
agencies that work with micro irrigation programs.
Print+CourseSmart
Category Theory has developed rapidly. This book aims to present those ideas and methods which can now be effectively used by Mathe
maticians working in a variety of other fields of Mathematical research. This occurs at several levels. On the first level, categories provide a
convenient conceptual language, based on the notions of category, functor, natural transformation, contravariance, and functor category.
These notions are presented, with appropriate examples, in Chapters I and II. Next comes the fundamental idea of an adjoint pair of functors.
This appears in many substantially equivalent forms: That of universal construction, that of direct and inverse limit, and that of pairs offunctors
with a natural isomorphism between corresponding sets of arrows. All these forms, with their interrelations, are examined in Chapters III to V.
The slogan is "Adjoint functors arise everywhere". Alternatively, the fundamental notion of category theory is that of a monoid -a set with a
binary operation of multiplication which is associative and which has a unit; a category itself can be regarded as a sort of general ized
monoid. Chapters VI and VII explore this notion and its generaliza tions. Its close connection to pairs of adjoint functors illuminates the ideas
of universal algebra and culminates in Beck's theorem characterizing categories of algebras; on the other hand, categories with a monoidal
structure (given by a tensor product) lead inter alia to the study of more convenient categories of topological spaces.
Engineering design is a fundamental problem-solving model used by the discipline. Effective problem-solving requires the ability to find and
incorporate quality information sources. To teach courses in this area effectively, educators need to understand the information needs of
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engineers and engineering students and their information gathering habits. This book provides essential guidance for engineering faculty and
librarians wishing to better integrate information competencies into their curricular offerings. The treatment of the subject matter is pragmatic,
accessible, and engaging. Rather than focusing on specific resources or interfaces, the book adopts a process-driven approach that outlasts
changing information technologies. After several chapters introducing the conceptual underpinnings of the book, a sequence of shorter
contributions go into more detail about specific steps in the design process and the information needs for those steps. While they are based
on the latest research and theory, the emphasis of the chapters is on usable knowledge. Designed to be accessible, they also include
illustrative examples drawn from specific engineering sub-disciplines to show how the core concepts can be applied in those situations.
Although much has changed in schools in recent years, the power of differentiated instruction remains the same—and the need for it has only
increased. Today's classroom is more diverse, more inclusive, and more plugged into technology than ever before. And it's led by teachers
under enormous pressure to help decidedly unstandardized students meet an expanding set of rigorous, standardized learning targets. In this
updated second edition of her best-selling classic work, Carol Ann Tomlinson offers these teachers a powerful and practical way to meet a
challenge that is both very modern and completely timeless: how to divide their time, resources, and efforts to effectively instruct so many
students of various backgrounds, readiness and skill levels, and interests. With a perspective informed by advances in research and
deepened by more than 15 years of implementation feedback in all types of schools, Tomlinson explains the theoretical basis of differentiated
instruction, explores the variables of curriculum and learning environment, shares dozens of instructional strategies, and then goes inside
elementary and secondary classrooms in nearly all subject areas to illustrate how real teachers are applying differentiation principles and
strategies to respond to the needs of all learners. This book's insightful guidance on what to differentiate, how to differentiate, and why lays
the groundwork for bringing differentiated instruction into your own classroom or refining the work you already do to help each of your
wonderfully unique learners move toward greater knowledge, more advanced skills, and expanded understanding. Today more than ever,
The Differentiated Classroom is a must-have staple for every teacher's shelf and every school's professional development collection.
Digital Media and Wireless Communication in Developing Nations: Agriculture, Education, and the Economic Sector explores how digital
media and wireless communication, especially mobile phones and social media platforms, offer concrete opportunities for developing
countries to transform different sectors of their economies. The volume focuses on the agricultural, economic, and education sectors. The
chapter authors, mostly from Africa and India, provide a wealth of information on recent innovations, the opportunities they provide,
challenges faced, and the direction of future research in digital media and wireless communication to leverage transformation in developing
countries. The volume provides important research on digital media and wireless communication within the context of developing countries
that will be very useful for professionals from academia, government agencies, NGOs, technologists, entrepreneurs and investors, and
others.
This book offers the first systematic study of how elite conservation schemes and policies define once customary and vernacular forms of
managing common resources as banditry—and how the ‘bandits’ fight back. Drawing inspiration from Karl Jacoby’s seminal Crimes against
Nature, this book takes Jacoby’s moral ecology and extends the concept beyond the founding of American national parks. From eighteenthcentury Europe, through settler colonialism in Africa, Australia and the Americas, to postcolonial Asia and Australia, Moral Ecologies takes a
global stance and a deep temporal perspective, examining how the language and practices of conservation often dispossess Indigenous
peoples and settlers, and how those groups resist in everyday ways. Drawing together archaeologists, anthropologists, geographers and
historians, this is a methodologically diverse and conceptually innovative study that will appeal to anyone interested in the politics of
conservation, protest and environmental history.
This book features articles by more than twenty experienced teachers of ethics who are committed to the idea that ethics can and should be
taught virtually anywhere in the education curriculum. They explore a variety of ways in which this might best be done. Traditionally confined
largely to programs in philosophy and religion, the teaching of ethics has in recent decades spread across the curriculum education. The
contributors to this book discuss the rationale for supporting such efforts, the variety of challenges these efforts face, and the sorts of benefits
faculty and students who participate in ethics across the curriculum endeavors can expect. An overriding theme of this book is that the
teaching of ethics should not be restricted to one or two courses in philosophy or religion programs, but rather be addressed wherever
relevant anywhere in the curriculum. For example, accredited engineering programs are expected to ensure that their students are introduced
to the ethical dimensions of engineering. This can involve consideration of ethical issues within particular areas of engineering (e.g., civil,
mechanical, electrical, chemical) as distinctive segments of certain courses (e.g., those that focus on design problems), or as a full semester
course in ethics in engineering. Similar approaches can be taken in nursing, medicine, law, social work, psychology, accountancy,
management, and so on. That is, some emphasis on ethics can be expected to be found in broad range of academic disciplines. However,
many ethical issues require careful attention from the perspectives of several disciplines at once, and in ways that require their joining hands.
Recognizing that adequately addressing many ethical issues may require the inclusion of perspectives from a variety of disciplines makes
apparent the need for effective communication and reflection across disciplines, not simply within them. This, in turn, suggests that faculty
and their students can benefit from special programs that are designed to include participants from a variety of disciplines. Such programs will
be a central feature of this book. Although some differences might arise in how such issues might best be discussed across different parts of
the curriculum, these discussions might be joined in ways that help students, faculty, administrators, and the wider public better appreciate
their shared ethical ground.
This important volume, the ninth in the Research Advances in Sustainable Micro Irrigation book series, provides an invaluable addition to the
literature and knowledge on the ever-growing need for sustainable irrigation for agricultural crops in many water-scarce parts of the world.
The book specifically covers advances in fertigation for water management in general as well as for specific crops, such as peaches, maize,
and citrus crops. Specific topics include: • The design of various surface and subsurface water emitters • Using information from weather
stations for irrigation purposes • Ultra low drip irrigation technology • The management of weeds in crops using micro irrigation • New
technology and advances in fertigation With chapters from researchers and practitioners in agricultural engineering, water research and
technology, soil conservation, and other fields, this compendium provides a wealth of useful information that can be put into practice to
enhance crop production.
This book covers topics on the basic models, assessments, and techniques to calculate evapotranspiration (ET) for practical applications in
agriculture, forestry, and urban science. This simple and thorough guide provides the information and techniques necessary to develop,
manage, interpret, and apply evapotranspiration ET data to practical applications. The simplicity of the contents assists technicians in
developing ET data for effective water management.

What is it like to be a researcher or a scientist? For young people, including graduate students and junior faculty members in
universities, how can they identify good ideas for research? How do they conduct solid research to verify and realize their new
ideas? How can they formulate their ideas and research results into high-quality articles, and publish them in highly competitive
journals and conferences? What are effective ways to supervise graduate students so that they can establish themselves quickly
in their research careers? In this book, Ling and Yang answer these questions in a step-by-step manner with specific and concrete
examples from their first-hand research experience. Table of Contents: Acknowledgments / Preface / Basics of Research / Goals
of Ph.D. Research / Getting Started: Finding New Ideas and Organizing Your Plans / Conducting Solid Research / Writing and
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Publishing Papers / Misconceptions and Tips for Paper Writing / Writing and Defending a Ph.D. Thesis / Life After Ph.D. /
Summary / References / Author Biographies
Management Strategies for Water Use Efficiency and Micro Irrigated Crops presents new research and technologies for making
better use of water resources for agricultural purposes. The chapters focus on better management to improve allocation and
irrigation water efficiency and look at performance factors as well. Chapters look at irrigation technology, environmental conditions,
and scheduling of water application. One section of the book focuses on water management in the cultivation of sugarcane, a very
important industrial crop used in many fields. Other sections are devoted to principles and challenging technologies, water use
efficiency for drip-irrigated crops, performance of fertigated rice under micro irrigation, and evaluation of performance of dripirrigated crops. This valuable book is a must for those struggling to find ways to address the need to maintain efficient crop
production in the midst of water shortages. With chapters from hands-on experts in the field, the book will be an invaluable
reference and guide to effective micro irrigation methods.
Market_Desc: · Physicists and Engineers· Students in Physics and Engineering Special Features: · Covers everything from Linear
Algebra, Calculus, Analysis, Probability and Statistics, to ODE, PDE, Transforms and more· Emphasizes intuition and
computational abilities· Expands the material on DE and multiple integrals· Focuses on the applied side, exploring material that is
relevant to physics and engineering· Explains each concept in clear, easy-to-understand steps About The Book: The book
provides a comprehensive introduction to the areas of mathematical physics. It combines all the essential math concepts into one
compact, clearly written reference. This book helps readers gain a solid foundation in the many areas of mathematical methods in
order to achieve a basic competence in advanced physics, chemistry, and engineering.
This is an essential aid in the initial design and planning of a project. The relevant building type is located by a comprehensive
index and cross reference system, a condensed commentary covers user requireements, planning criteria, basic dimensions and
other considerations of function, siting aspect etc. A system of references based on an extensive bibliography supports the text. In
every section plans, sections, site layouts, design details and graphs illustrated key aspects of a building type's design. Most
illustrations are dimensioned or scaled - the metric system of measurement is used throughout, and the equivalent in feet/inches
can easily be read either off a graphic scale on the page or from the built-in conversion table. The illustrations are international in
origin and include both well know and less famous designers. Architects Data is primarily a handbook of building types rather than
of construction techniques and details. However its treatment of components (such as doors and windows) and of spaces for
building services is extremely thorough, since consideration of this data is an essential element of the planning process. The
opening pages of basic data on man and his buildings cover critical subjects such as scale, drawing practice, noise, light and
space for the same reason. Particular attention has also been paid to the implications of energy conservation, means of escape
from fire and the needs of the elderly and the disabled.
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for anyone
interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the book
that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three thousand
years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von
Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws teach the need for
prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”),
and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in
common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your
aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.
In teaching an introduction to the finite element method at the undergraduate level, a prudent mix of theory and applications is
often sought. In many cases, analysts use the finite element method to perform parametric studies on potential designs to size
parts, weed out less desirable design scenarios, and predict system behavior under load. In this book, we discuss common pitfalls
encountered by many finite element analysts, in particular, students encountering the method for the first time. We present a
variety of simple problems in axial, bending, torsion, and shear loading that combine the students' knowledge of theoretical
mechanics, numerical methods, and approximations particular to the finite element method itself. We also present case studies in
which analyses are coupled with experiments to emphasize validation, illustrate where interpretations of numerical results can be
misleading, and what can be done to allay such tendencies. Challenges in presenting the necessary mix of theory and applications
in a typical undergraduate course are discussed. We also discuss a list of tips and rules of thumb for applying the method in
practice. Table of Contents: Preface / Acknowledgments / Guilty Until Proven Innocent / Let's Get Started / Where We Begin to Go
Wrong / It's Only a Model / Wisdom Is Doing It / Summary / Afterword / Bibliography / Authors' Biographies
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